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REQUEST FOR CONTRACTOR TRAVEL AND
EXTENDED COMMUTING TRAVEL
SECTION A - TO BE COMPLETED BY CONTRACTOR
Is this request for extended commuting travel (30 days or longer)?
ITINERARY/DURATION OF TRAVEL 
TOTAL ESTIMATED TRAVEL COSTS (Itemized details)
SECTION B - TO BE COMPLETED BY THE GOVERNMENT REQUIRING AND FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL CERTIFICATION
Extended Commuting Travel - Based on documentation from the contractor, the Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) contends that extended Commuting Travel - as described under special contract requirements MDA H-05 "Authorized Travel & Travel Costs as specified under a travel CLIN" is the most effective means of fulfilling the Government's requirements - cost and other factors considered. "If extended commuting travel is authorized, the COR shall provide the original MDA Form 110 to the Procuring Contracting Officer (PCO) for incorporation into the permanent contract file.
REQUIRING ORGANIZATION CONCURRENCE (Complete this section when required by the government representative of the Requiring Organization. For MiDAESS travel, the Requiring Organization is the organization who has requested the contractor travel.)
FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION CONCURRENCE (Complete this section when required by the government representative of the Functional Organization. For MiDAESS travel, the Functional Organization is the organization who owns the task order identified in Section A.)
SECTION C - TO BE COMPLETED BY GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL WITH AUTHORIZATION FOR TRAVEL APPROVAL
 (NOTE: Approval of the MDA Form 110 does not constitute a determination of allowable cost)
CONTRACTING OFFICER'S REPRESENTATIVE (COR) APPROVAL
PROCURING CONTRACTING OFFICER (PCO) APPROVAL
I concur with the COR's contention that this is the most effective manner in which to satisfy the Government's requirements - cost and other factors considered.
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